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Welcome to this exam on Emotion as a part of the course PS089G (PEKI) on the 12th of Jan. 2019.

Recall to write your code on each paper you submit (i.e. hand in). Write only on one side (needed for the scanning procedure). No answer should be longer than 10 sentences or maximum half a page, whatever comes first. Write so it is possible to recognize the letters (no magnification glass should be need either). Sentences that cannot be read easily due to bad handwriting will not give any points (or when a magnification glass are needed to be able to read the answers). For a pass grade, half the points are needed.

Good Luck!

Anders

The student’s questions

Q1) What are the main similarities and differences between James-Lange, and Schachters and Singers’ Two factor theory? 5p

Q2) Discuss a possible effect of an emotion being hypocognized in a culture. 5p

Q3) Explain how we use emotions to navigate through hierarchies in social contexts. 5p

Q4) Describe at least two differences between the evolutionary and cultural approach on emotion? 5p

Q5) What is the encoding and the decoding hypothesis? 5p

Q6) What has been discovered about how Amygdala appraise incoming sensory input? 5p
Q7) The idea of misattribution has been replicated in many studies. What is the general finding on misattribution? Please explain misattribution? 5p

The teacher’s questions

Q8) You have studied emotion psychology and you have concluded that no present appraisal theory appeal to your thinking about emotion antecedents (i.e. what precedes emotions). Instead, you constructed your own appraisal theory.

a) Describe your appraisal theory (minimum of three kinds/levels of appraisals to get points for the answer). 5p

Use your own theory on the example: Blair is waiting for a friend outside a restaurant. Still twenty minutes after the time of the appointment, the friend has not yet shown up. Blair tries to call repeatedly, but get no reply.

b) What are appraisals make at the different levels resulting in sadness in the situation described above? 5p

c) What are appraisals make at the different levels resulting in anger in the situation described above? 5p

Q9) Argue for a strong version of a Darwinistic/an Evolutionary view on Emotion. 5p

Q10) Emotions can be said to be one of the core components of psychiatric disorders. Why? 5p

Q11) What are the relations between emotion and cognition? 5p